
Kevlar® apparel

Dare 
to 
defy 
the
limits



The DuPontThe DuPont™™ Kevlar Kevlar®® name is synonymous with protection.   name is synonymous with protection.  
But it’s equally known for its versatility. KevlarBut it’s equally known for its versatility. Kevlar®® excels in athletic  excels in athletic 
wear, in sporting goods, in specialty footwear and in cut- and wear, in sporting goods, in specialty footwear and in cut- and 
abrasion-resistant gloves, workwear and motorcycle apparel.abrasion-resistant gloves, workwear and motorcycle apparel.

In blends, KevlarIn blends, Kevlar®® serves as a powerful “backbone,” enhancing   serves as a powerful “backbone,” enhancing  
the performance of other fibers and fabrics. Often out of sight  the performance of other fibers and fabrics. Often out of sight  
but unmistakably effective, Kevlarbut unmistakably effective, Kevlar®® adds value anywhere there’s   adds value anywhere there’s  
a physical challenge to be met: on the switchbacks, on the a physical challenge to be met: on the switchbacks, on the 
slopes, on the open road, on the factory floor—even in the outer slopes, on the open road, on the factory floor—even in the outer 
limits of space.limits of space.

Resists 
extreme  
heat

Withstands 
impacts

Reinforces  
high-abrasion 
zones

Light-
weight

High 
durability

The 
science 
behind 
a legend
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Strength 
comes  
in many  
forms

Pulp

Filament and 
spun yarn

Fabric

Put the legendary protection of genuine 
Kevlar® to work for your products

To help fulfill a range of design and functional needs, KevlarTo help fulfill a range of design and functional needs, Kevlar®®  
can be found in a variety of product forms, including pulp, can be found in a variety of product forms, including pulp, 
yarn, staple, fabric and composite structures. Kevlaryarn, staple, fabric and composite structures. Kevlar®® also helps  also helps 
protective clothing, footwear and other products meet the protective clothing, footwear and other products meet the 
following standards:following standards:

ISO 11393  
(Series 1–6)

ISO 13997:1999

ISO 11999-4:2015

ISO 15383:2001

ISO 20345:2011

EN 388-2003 and 
Fpr EN388:2016

EN 659:2003 
(A1:2008) 

EN 407:2004

EN 13595-1:2002

EN 12568:2010 and 
PrEN 12568:2016

ISEA 105:2016 

ASTM F1790-05

ASTM F2992:2015
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Work  
with  
a legend

KevlarKevlar®® helps transform ordinary products into extraordinary  helps transform ordinary products into extraordinary 
ones. By becoming a licensed manufacturer of products made ones. By becoming a licensed manufacturer of products made 
with Kevlarwith Kevlar®®, you can strengthen your company’s reputation and , you can strengthen your company’s reputation and 
demonstrate your commitment to higher-performing products. demonstrate your commitment to higher-performing products. 
Authorized use of the KevlarAuthorized use of the Kevlar®® trademark can add significant  trademark can add significant 
value to both your overall business and your individual product value to both your overall business and your individual product 
offerings. DuPont offers a range of tools that can help boost the offerings. DuPont offers a range of tools that can help boost the 
visibility of your products featuring Kevlarvisibility of your products featuring Kevlar®®, including sew-in , including sew-in 
labels, hang tags and logos for print and electronic use.labels, hang tags and logos for print and electronic use.

Hang tag

Logo

Sew-in label
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@KevlarBrand

@KevlarBrand

Specify Kevlar®—the genuine choice 
for legendary protection

This information is based upon technical data that DuPont believes to be reliable. It is subject to revision as additional 
knowledge and experience become available. It is the user’s responsibility to determine the level of toxicity and the 
proper personal protective equipment needed. This information is intended for use by persons having the technical 
expertise to undertake evaluation under their own specific end-use conditions, at their own discretion and risk. Anyone 
intending to use this information should first check that the garment selected is suitable for the intended use. The end-
user should discontinue use of garment if fabric becomes torn, worn or punctured, to avoid potential chemical exposure. 
Since conditions of use are beyond our control, DUPONT MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING 
BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND ASSUME 
NO LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH ANY USE OF THIS INFORMATION. This information is not intended as a license 
to operate under or a recommendation to infringe any patent or technical information of DuPont or other persons 
covering any material or its use.

© 2021 DuPont. All rights reserved. DuPont™, the DuPont Oval Logo, and all trademarks and service marks denoted with 
TM, SM or ® are owned by affiliates of DuPont de Nemours, Inc. unless otherwise noted. (06/21)


